The Associated Students of the University of Montana

Resolution Calling for a New Laptop for the Secretary

4/27/18

SB58-17/18

Authored by: Abbaigaile Bellccherrr, ASUM Senator;
Sponsored by: Map Question, ASUM Senator?; Ballley Catpetter, ASUM Senator!;
Braden Fitzgerald’s Left Foot;

Whereas, The Associated Students of Montana (ASUM) secretary has worked tirelessly to ensure that ASUM meetings run smoothly;

Whereas, Thanks to Christian, each comma, acronym, and proper job title has been perfectly placed at the whim of the senate;

Whereas, The 17-18 senate has done a terrible job of thanking the secretary by outfitting him with a laptop that saw the dinosaurs;

Whereas, Laptops are fucking expensive;

Whereas, The shit in laptops is bad for the environment;

Whereas, Using energy to power laptops is bad for the environment:

Whereas, ASUM can’t do shit about what goes into the laptop;

Whereas, ASUM has a very sustainable untapped energy source it has been hiding all year;

Whereas, That energy source is Braden’s foot that won’t stop moving;

Whereas, Telling frat boys not to drink is a fruitless measure;

Therefore, Let It Be Resolved, That Braden stay with ASUM instead of ruining people’s fun at other universities;

Therefore, Let It Be Further Resolved, That ASUM gets some science student, maybe Lexi Klawitter, to figure out how to plug a laptop into Braden’s foot;

Therefore, Let It Be Further Resolved, That ASUM buy the incoming secretary a nice laptop, but not too nice because it’s student dollars, and power it with Braden’s foot;

Therefore, Let It Be Further Resolved, That this resolution be forwarded to Braden Fitzgerald; out-going ASUM president and incoming power source, Christian Kiemele; gracious and patient secretary, and Lexi Klawitter; token science student.
Passed by Committee: __________________________, 2018

Passed by ASUM Senate: _______________________, 2018

__________________________    _________________________________
Connor Fitzpatrick,              Brenna Love,
Relations and Affairs Chair     Chair of the Senate